
 

WAG National Performance Programme 
Selection Criteria & Programme (January - December 2017) 

Background  

The WAG National Performance Programme (NPP) is taking shape to support the ongoing development of Scotland’s current and future potential 

capable of International success; the programme is based on a culture of hard work, continuous improvement, taking ownership and embracing 

challenge. Claire Starkey will continue to drive this programme for Scottish Gymnastics and provide excellent technical support for both our 

gymnasts and their associated personal coaches, along with additional technical input provided from experts.   

By entering the programme for 2017, gymnasts should be entering the following competitions in each calendar year as a minimum expectation: 

Compulsory events: 

 Scottish Championships 
 British Championships  
 Challenge Cup (if taken this route) 
 Compulsory Levels (if taken this route) 
 British Teams (Junior / Senior) 

 

Optional & invitational events by trial: 

 UK School Games (UKSG) 
 Northern European Championships 
 Bill McLauchlan  
 Sandra Clark Cup 
 Celtic Cup 

 

Key Contacts  

 Claire Starkey (WAG National Technical Advisor)  

 Jamie Bowie (Scottish Gymnastics Performance Manager) – jamie.bowie@scottishgymnastics.org  

 Ugne Cironkaite (Scottish Gymnastics Performance Administrator) – performance@scottishgymnastics.org | 0131 271 9732 

 

Selection Criteria  

For 2017 the WAG NPP will be a two tier programme supporting gymnasts in the FIG age group Junior / Senior competition programme plus 

Espoir gymnasts who have passed their Compulsory 2 or 1; gymnasts will be selected using the criteria highlighted in Table.1 along with their 

ability to demonstrate performance potential through a gymnast profile submission. It is a priority that for the next 12 months, Scottish 
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Gymnastics supports gymnasts through this programme who can deliver results for Scotland on the international stage at representative events 

and / or Commonwealth Games.  

Gymnasts who wish to be considered for the programme need to submit a profile (via personal coach) which includes their competition profile 

for 2016 (Individual / AA), current Competition requirements (CR’s) and assessment against the criteria below using the template provided. Only 

gymnasts who have returned full submissions stated above will be considered for the programme and trial entry. Profiles must be submitted 

by 4pm on 5th December 2016 to performance@scottishgymnastics.org, with invitations being communicated to personal 

coaches of gymnasts by 12th December 2016. 

Table.1: WAG NPP Eligibility Criteria  

Direct Entry for 
Trial  

Direct Entry for Trial 
Medical 

Wildcard  

Age Eligibility & 
Level  

Competition 
Component  

(AA Score in a FIG rules event) 

Gymnastics Skills  

Any gymnast unable to 
compete at Scottish / 

British Championships 
in 2016 due to injury 

may be selected from 

the testing days as 
long as they meet the 

age & level criteria for 
direct entry to trial 

    

Born in 2004 or 

earlier and pass at 
Compulsory 2 or 

above 

Espoir 

 

46.00+ any salto vault 

blind turn 
forward skills 
double tuck 
dismount 

flic layout 
free walkover 
free cartwheel 

round off straight 

double tuck 
straight 720*  

straight front 360* 

Junior  

 

47.00+ - 
blind turn 

forward skills 
release 

free cartwheel flic 
and/or flic layout 

double salto 

OR Min. Start Value  

across 2 pieces 
Min of 4.4 Min of 4.0 Min of 4.6 Min of 4.8 

Senior  

 

49.00+ - 

release 
blind turn 

forward skills  
high bar to low bar 

free cartwheel flic 
and/or flic layout 

double salto 

OR Min. Start Value  

across 2 pieces 
Min of 5.0  Min of 4.2 Min of 4.8 Min of 4.8 

*all skills must be demonstrated under competition landings (hard control at trial) 
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Note, the table above outlines both AA and start values as an eligibility criteria; gymnasts need to demonstrate the AA score for their appropriate 

competition age group, &/or, evidence minimum start scores on at least 2 pieces of apparatus and the relevant skills detailed.  

Following a review of the profile submissions, the National Technical Advisor, Head of Performance and Performance Manager will identify the 

gymnasts to be invited for trial for the NPP; gymnasts will be notified via their personal coaches.  

After the trial process in January (assessment of CR’s and PP tests), gymnasts will be advised of the outcome of their trial. If successfully selected 

to the NPP gymnasts will be categorised into one of two tiers.  

 2018 Preparation Group 

 Performance Development Group 

 

2018 Preparation Group  

The initial 2018 Preparation Group will comprise of those gymnasts who currently meet the criteria in phase one of the selection for the 

2018 Commonwealth Games (as described in the Scottish Gymnastics 2018 Commonwealth Games Sport Specific Selection Policy and Standards 

– released December 2016), or who are on track to achieve the criteria within phase one of the selection period as deemed by the 

National Technical Advisor, Head of Performance and Performance Manager. The group of gymnasts involved in the 2018 Preparation Group will 

be reviewed at the end of June 2017, and changes may be made to gymnasts involved in the 2018 Preparation Group and Performance 

Development Group. By being part of this preparation group does not guarantee nomination to CGS by Scottish Gymnastics.  

Gymnasts in the 2018 Preparation Group must attend all camp dates in the programmes regardless of fitness or injury status, non-attendance 

will only be authorised based on illness, bereavement or exams. Gymnasts will also be required to attend camps on a residential basis. 

Coaches who have gymnasts they would like to be considered for the 2018 Preparation Group, must submit an individualised and periodised 

training plan and proposed routine development and construction plan for January 2017 – March 2018 as part of the CR profile submission. 

Coaches and gymnasts in this 2018 Preparation Group will also be asked to submit monthly reports on fitness and progress in training as agreed 

with the Performance Manager.  

 

 

 



 

Performance Development Group 

The performance development group will include those gymnasts who can deliver results for Scotland on the international stage at representative 

events and who are working towards longer term outcomes at towards Commonwealth Games and British level outcomes.  

This group of gymnasts may vary camp by camp and this will be decided by the National Technical Advisor; Gymnasts’ work rate, physical and 

mental strength, attitude and progress will be monitored closely and will be taken into account for returning invitation for each session. If a 

gymnast is injured, they will not be asked to attend a camp until full training fitness can be confirmed. It is the responsibility of the personal 

coach to inform the Performance Manger of any non-attendance in advance.  

 

 

The WAG NPP is a camp-based system which will have split delivery between Inverclyde National Sports Centre, Dick McTaggart and other 

venues across the UK / abroad.  

The camps will be led by National Technical Advisor, Claire Starkey, supported by other experts as required and agreed between the National 

Technical Advisor and Performance Manager. On naming the 2018 coaches, Scotland’s team coach(s) will be asked to co-deliver training for the 

2018 preparation group under the leadership of the National Technical Advisor.  

All formal communication relating to the NPP will be via the Scottish Gymnastics Performance department and the personal coach; this includes 

camp logistics, targets and selection for representative events linked to the NPP.  

Gymnasts who are selected onto either of the two tiers of the NPP will be continually assessed throughout the year against set targets and are 

expected to take part in the competitions outlined in the criteria section as a minimum; it is also encouraged that clubs attend quality events in 

the UK and abroad where suitable, which are appropriate to the are age and stage of the gymnast. Scottish Gymnastics performance department 

will track the results from these key events for gymnasts on the programme, but ask that personal coaches update the team with significant 

results out with these named events. 

Camps will vary in length and there will be a cross-over between gymnasts in the 2018 Preparation Group and Performance Development group’s 

attendance; coaches should discuss this with parents for camp logistics. See camp dates below for more information (note these are actual 

training days and travel days may need to be factored on top). Please note these dates are subject to change, and will be confirmed after 

selection of gymnasts onto the programme.  

Programme Delivery  



 

Personal coaches of gymnasts selected onto this programme will be invited to and encouraged to attend the camps to ensure learning and 

feedback is transitioned back to the club environment. Coaches of gymnasts in the 2018 Preparation Group will be required to attend the Scotland 

based camps. There will be a subsidised cost to attending camps to cover accommodation and subsistence, which will be invoiced to gymnasts’ 

Scottish clubs, or except for gymnasts based outside Scotland who will be invoiced directly.  

After each training camp gymnasts will be provided with individualised targets which are provided by the National Technical Advisor and will be 

sent directly to the personal coach. It is the responsibility of the gymnast and personal coach to ensure these targets are progressed with the 

club training environment and progress is reported back to the National Technical Advisor either before or at the next training camp.  

Camp 

number 
Dates Gymnasts Focus Venue Costs 

Trial 13 – 15th January 2017 

All invited gymnasts 

(with parents session on 
13th January) 

Testing CR’s & PP Inverclyde NSC £30 per gymnast 

1 10th – 12th February 2017 All selected gymnasts Pre-Scottish preparation Dick McTaggart TBC 

2 12th – 17th April 2017 2018 preparation group Skills development Inverclyde NSC TBC 

2 15th – 17th April Performance development Skills development Inverclyde NSC TBC 

3 1st – 4th June 2017 2018 preparation group Skills development Inverclyde NSC TBC 

3 2nd - 4th June 2017 Performance development Skills development Inverclyde NSC TBC 

4 
6th – 12th August 2017  

(6 day camp + travel day) 
2018 preparation group 

only 
Skills development International camp TBC 

5 28th September – 1st October 2017 2018 preparation group Pre-Northern Euros Inverclyde NSC TBC 

5 30th September – 1st October 2017 Performance development Skills development Inverclyde NSC TBC 

6 2 – 5th November 2017  All gymnasts 
Skills development / pre-

comp prep 
Inverclyde NSC/  TBC 

Comp 11th – 12th November 2017 (TBC) Performance Development 
Sandra Clark Cup – selected 

gymnasts only 
Robin Hood TBC 

 

In January 2018, Scottish Gymnastics will make their Commonwealth Games nominations to Commonwealth Games Scotland, on confirmation 

of team / gymnast selection, January – March 2018 will be focused only on gymnasts who will be attending the Gold Coast.  

Final confirmation of programme dates and subsided costs will be communicated and confirmed to selected gymnasts after the trial in January.  



 

Other key information  

Gymnasts selected to the programme will be signing up to the full programme from January - December 2017. The programme is subsidised by 

Scottish Gymnastics but there will be a cost per camp per gymnast which must be settled prior to the camp; Scottish clubs will be invoiced 

directly for gymnasts’ programme contributions and gymnast based outside of Scotland will be invoiced directly.  

As part of their selection onto the programme, gymnasts will also receive a Scotland training leotard (if don’t have one already) as well as a 

hoody and there will be an option to purchase NPP t-shirts.   

There are a number of representative events throughout the year which Scottish Gymnastics will send a team or individuals to, appropriate to 

their age and stage of development. As part of the WAG NPP we will nominate gymnasts from the Performance Development Group to go to the 

Sandra Clark Cup in Nottingham in November 2017. Additional opportunities to attend events such as the UK School Games and Northern 

Europeans may also be a possibility for the gymnasts following successful control competitions / nomination. Selection policies will be made 

available for all events under the discipline specific pages on the website.  

If there are Scottish Coaches who would like to attend these camps on a coach development opportunity please contact the Performance 

department to discuss (performance@scottishgymnastics.org).  
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